
Would Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Ellen thought she ______________________; to anybody else she would
have said so.
1.

(not/go)

I ___________________ than leave his service.2. (die)

I appreciate, though I can't intimate, the delicacy of your nature; and I can
well understand you ___________________ than speak of it, and yet might
feel disappointed.

3.

(die)

You see, we keep hanging about so along the edge of this great forest, and
we ____________________ against any of the great cats, because we don't
want to spare any of our bullocks.

4.

(not/run)

I may however tell you that if I had to make a choice I
__________________ something immoral than something cruel.
5.

(do)

I ___________________ any risk, I don't care what, than give in to her.6.
(run)

I ______________________ to death here in the swamp.7. (starve)

Please, don't be vexed with us; but we ____________________ the truth.8.
(passive/tell)

I _______________________ my own son were he still alive.9. (suspect)

Oh, I wish I were a simple bourgeoise, a working girl, if you
____________________ a woman beneath you than a woman whose
devotion is accompanied by high rank, as men count it.

10.

(have)

People offered him such a small sum of money for them, he said he
____________________ them away.
11.

(give)

All respect for lance and sabre-but curse me if I
________________________ foot-soldier at once, than have to crawl over
these mountains as we have done for the last fortnight, dragging our horses
after us by the bridle.

12.

(not/turn)
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I felt that he was superficial, and that he _________________________
his principles than his own interests.
13.

(sacrifice)

Also that he __________________ than eat.14. (fight)

I ___________________ some one who doesn't know us.15. (ask)

I __________________ free in poverty than be a slave in luxury.16. (be)

I __________________ somebody and begin to study art.17. (marry)

I think I __________________ it just like any other day and try to forget
that it is Christmas.
18.

(spend)

Money he will want at once, and he ________________________ till the
morning to get it; if he can get it at once it will mean thirteen or fourteen hours'
start at least.

19.

(not/wait)

Since the time has come for me to give up my daughter, I know of no one
to whom I _________________________ her.
20.

(surrender)
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